
  

 

 

ON SALE NOW 270 -        

 A CHILL IS IN THE AIR.. 

This list  has a lot of lovely new stock plus 

some less than perfect very rare  stamps at 

prices which will not bring tears to your eyes.    

                              KANGAROOS 

 

1. 9d VIOLET   SG 25a 2nd Watermark 
inverted, Catalogued $5,000 used, 
states there are a couple of dozen used 
examples known, very nice RARE 
stamp……………………………$ 1,299.00 

 

2. 2/- VIOLET   BW 38Aa, watermark 
inverted in mint lightly hinged with a 
small piece of selvedge used as the 
hinge, another very RARE stamp, eve-
ry example I have seen has the same 
centring, cheap buy for……$ 1,799.00 

 

3. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW   SG 30 2nd 
Watermark fine used with usual fluffy 
perfs, no thins or creases, scarce 
stamp, just………….……….…...$199.00 

 

 

4. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW   SG 037 
2nd Watermark perforated OS used 
with usual fluffy perfs, no thins or 
creases, scarce stamp, for....$159.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW   SG 037 2nd Watermark hori-
zontal strip of 3, middle unit showing break in coast just  
below the Kangaroos tail.  Average used condition, left 
unit torn, 2nd unit minor scissor cut top, third unit also 
cut, nice looking genuine usage of a multiple seldom 
seen, looks great for the price…………………….$249.00 

 

6. 5/- GREY AND PALE YELLOW   SG 42 
Third Wmk. Used with unlisted “nick in 
neck” of Kangaroo variety, nice looking 
stamp for………………………..…...$99.00 

 

7. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW   ACSC 45(D)
n Small Multiple Watermark mint with 
variety “shading breaks in the bight” 
Cat. Value is currently $950, stunning 
superbly fresh mint lightly hinged fresh 
original gum……………………...$399.00  

 

 

8. 10/- GREY AND ANILINE PINK SG 
051, Third Wmk. cancelled to order, 
beautiful stamp……………..…....$99.00 

 

9. 10/- GREY AND PINK SG 112, Small 
Multiple wmk. In mint lightly hinged 
condition, a couple of tiny tone dots on 
the reverse make this a bargain, even if 
you want a used stamp, this is the one 
for you……………………………..$429.00 

 

10. £1 BROWN AND BLUE SG 44, Third 
Watermark nice used example, missing 
from lots of  collections, has a small 
surface rub top r ight,  great 
price……………………………….$449.00 

 

11. £1 CHOCOLATE AND DULL BLUE 
SG 44, ACSC 52A, Third Watermark, a 
very nice looking mint example, a little 
aged but it is over 100 years old and 
very acceptable for the  great 
price…………………………….$ 1,650.00 

 

12. £1 GREY  SG 75 Third Watermark 
mint lightly hinged, superbly fresh and 
great deep grey shade, well priced  
just………………………………….$549.00 

 

 

13. £1 GREY  SG 75 Third Watermark 
fine used, well priced………..….$219.00 

 

 

14. £1 GREY  SG 137 Cof A watermark  
used as shown, nice price……$129.00 

 

 

15. £2 BLACK AND ROSE   SG 45 Third 
Watermark used as shown with receiv-
ing office postmark. Sadly the top right 
perforation is missing however a very 
pretty space filler for a bargain 
price……………………………….$649.00 



  

 

 

 

16. £2  BLACK  AND ROSE   SG 138, 
CofA watermark, lovely fine used exam-
ple as shown…………………..….$549.00 

  

               KGV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

17. 5d BROWN   SG 042, Single crown perforated OS in 
a joined pair shown massively off centre right into the 
design of the next stamp. Mint Unhinged and very at-
tractive item, fresh original gum…………………..$ 449.00 

 MYSTERY BOXES 

We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today! 

18. The large mystery box is …………………….   $139.00 

19. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00 

20. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00 

If you want a box made up to another value, just ask! For 
those who have never purchased a mystery box, they 
can contain one-country collections; stamps from lots of 
different countries, both old and modern and mint and 
used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps on- and off- 
paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for varie-
ties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty; cata-
logues....    the list goes on and on, and no two boxes are 
ever the same.   They do come with  a fun  guarantee!                               

   AUSTRALIAN   COLLECTIONS 

21. FIRST DAY COVERS AND MINT STAMPS—1966-
1987.  275 unaddressed first day covers and some 
PSE’s. The face value of the mint unhinged stamps for 
the period is over $255+ and has the matching FDC all 
nicely housed in three large binders.  Although missing 
the very expensive FDC like the 1966 Navigators etc. it 
does have some lovely items including mint gutter pairs, 
booklet stamps with tabs.  The earlier covers are  a mix-
ture of Australia Post and Wesley, Royal, Excelsior etc. 
and in many cases duplicate covers on different brand 
covers. A nice lot just for the stamps and a lovely group 
of cover which are well cared for and housed using spe-
cial cover corners to keep them safe. Lots of special 
cancels and includes AAT mint and FDC’s for the same 
period including some BASE cancels.. Nice buy for 
just………………………………………………………..$229.00                 

22. HAGER PAGES  -  300 pages mixed sizes in excellent 
condition in three Hagner labelled binders (101 x 2 
pockets, 50 x 3 pockets, 45 x 4 pockets, 40 x 5 pockets, 
34 x 6 pockets, 30 x 7 pockets) would cost $500+ for 
these pages new, the lot for……………………...…$129.00            

23. CAPE OF GOOD HOPE COLLECTION   Used in old 
world very tiny album. Stamps are in very good condi-
tion for this area SG 3a x 2, 7 x 4, 8, 18 x 6, 19 x 9, 19c x 
2 = Cat. Is £6,500+ ($11K+ AU) wonderful study for 
shades, quality stamps seldom seen in bulk…...$ 899.00             

                         AUSTRALIA  POST  YEARBOOKS 

*These are our prices for the  Australia Post  yearbooks   
    all complete with MUH stamps, as listed in stock now! 

(We also have lots of Leather books- just $5 extra from  
the  standard  prices,  please  send  a list of your needs.) 

24.    1981  complete with stamps…………………...………$11.00    

25.    1982  complete with stamps…………………………...$11.00 

26.    1983  complete with stamps …………………………..$12.00 

27.    1984  complete with stamps ………... ………………..$16.00 

28 .   1985 complete with stamps…………………………….$14.00 

29.    1986  complete with stamps ………... ………………..$16.00 

30.    1987  complete with stamps ………………………….. $19.00 

31.    1988  complete with stamps……………………………$22.00 

32.    1989  complete with stamps ………………………….. $23.00 

33.    1990  complete with stamps……………………………$25.00 

34.    1999  complete with stamps…………………………...$26.00 

35.    2000  complete with stamps ………... ………………..$43.00 

36.    2001  complete with stamps ………... ………………..$40.00 

37.    2002  complete with stamps  …………………………..$30.00 

38.    2003  complete with stamps ………………………….. $30.00 

39.    2005  complete with stamps……………………………$45.00 

40.    2006  complete with stamps ………... ………………..$50.00 

41.    2007  complete with stamps……………………………$50.00 

42.    2010  complete with stamps …………………………..$ 85.00 

43.    2010  LEATHER  with stamps ………………………...$ 90.00 

44.    2011  complete with stamps …………………………..$ 70.00 

45.    2011  LEATHER with stamps ………………………….$ 75.00 

46.    2012  complete with stamps …………………………..$ 85.00 

47.    2012  LEATHER with stamps ………………………….$ 90.00 

48.    2013  complete with stamps ………... ………………..$95.00 

49.    2014  complete with stamps ………... ………………..$95.00 

50.    2015  complete with stamps ………... ………………..$90.00 

51.    2016  complete with stamps ………………………...$ 100.00 

52.    2017  complete with stamps …………………………..$ 90.00 

53.   2020 complete with stamps *incl. Art variety……...$160.00  


